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When Using Powder-Actuated Tools (Ramset)
Bottom tracks need to be nailed to concrete using a powder-actuated gun.
Follow all safety policies and practices of the use of these tools, including:
• Always wear hearing protection when operating tool. Ensure any
other workers within 20’ also wear hearing protection.
• If shooting nails between already-installed rimboards, wear gloves (to
protect against abrasions).

When Using Circular Saws to Cut Drywall
To cut a lot of drywall it’s faster and easier to use a circular saw.
• Turn the blade backward and clearly mark on saw that it is
only to be used on drywall until the blade is changed back.
• Make sure all workers using saw and in surrounding area have
dust masks and hearing protection.

When Handling Drywall
Drywall contains fiberglass and latex; some workers may have a minor
allergic reaction and almost everyone gets minor irritation from skin contact.
• Gloves are recommended whenever handling drywall.

Use caution handling let-in bracing. Edges can
be sharp. Recommend and provide gloves.

Follow safe plunge-cut techniques. Saw tends to
tilt because there’s not a large surface for guard
to ride on. Watch that it doesn’t kick back.
Best practice: Install bracing so that, when wall is stood, the flat
edge of bracing faces up and the sharp edge points down. This makes
it less likely that workers can cut themselves after wall is stood.

UP

Teach safe lifting and carrying
techniques: knees not back!

How many temporary diagonal braces?
Brace wall every 10’ and
fully brace corners:
– If adjoining exterior wall
is up, brace across top.
– If not, connect top of
wall to rimboard with
16’ diagonal brace.

Make sure all “feet” are nailed
securely to joists, not just subfloor!

Always teach safe lifting/carrying:
Knees not back!

Stock drywall on deck for easy access:
• Store in piles along the length of the fire wall.
• Stock at least 4’ from where wall will be stood
to allow volunteers room to work.
• Stock no more than 12 sheets in each pile.

Drywall is strong but brittle:
Always carry drywall on edge.
•

Carry in threes: while two strong
people can carry the weight, pieces
will bend then break in the middle.

Use equipment whenever
possible to move drywall
to deck – especially for
second-stories.

Installing and Working Around Firewall Clips
If installing clips before standing drywall, use caution:
• Edges of clips are sharp and can snag and cut as
workers walk around and through stud bays.
• Always communicate this caution to workers.

Best Practice: Mark each mid-height clip with a spot
of high-visibility paint to draw attention to them.

Always work in teams with clear roles:
• One to support already standing pieces.
• One to guide bottom corner into tracks.
• Two to three to lift each new piece.

Standing the first piece:
Set corners of drywall in H-track and C-track.
• Watch that corners stay in tracks while
pivoting and standing.

Watch that clips don’t
catch/tear drywall.

Be sure all
hands are out
of the track!

Use feet, not hands, to push
against this if necessary.

Standing the second piece:

There’s less room in the track
for the second piece—be sure
corners/edges don’t push out.

Always have one person supporting the
first piece while standing the second.

Hands out of
the track!

Follow all ladder safety policies. Absolutely no walking walls!

Drywall should always be supported.
• Have volunteers push against it while
standing pieces.
• Stand permanent lumber walls as soon as
possible along standing drywall.
• If you need to take a break before lumber
walls are stood, install temporary braces.

Use lag screws to attach lumber
across drywall and tracks.
• Span two to three pieces of drywall.

Brace down to lumber
nailed securely to joists.

Stand permanent lumber walls as soon as possible.
Either have these built and ready before
standing drywall, or have another team
building, squaring, and bracing these
walls while drywall team stands pieces.

Drywall will stick up above walls until trusses are installed and it can be trimmed.

Push scrap lumber tight against
fire wall and nail it temporarily to
top plate to prevent movement.

Second-story drywall sticks up much
higher than supporting walls.
Always brace against wind damage.

First-story drywall doesn’t stick up
as far, but should still be braced.

Install trusses on both sides of fire walls first, then install drywall between.

All pieces must be installed vertically.
Never lay pieces horizontally in tracks.
Pieces will buckle at the tracks and fall.

Cutting and installing pieces – two options. Either:
• Measure each piece to fit and then
cut it on the ground, or
• Install pieces long and use a SawzAll to cut tops flush to trusses.

Cover tops of drywall with H-track or C-track as
soon as possible to protect against moisture.

Install H-track if another layer of
drywall needs to be installed on top.

Drywall soaks up moisture and bloats, making track
installation much harder. Workers are more likely to
injure themselves on edges when struggling with pieces.

Install C-track if this is the final layer,
has been trimmed, and is ready for
roof sheathing to pass over.
Significant water damage can cause pieces to
crumble and fail, creating serious fall hazards.

